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The Joy of
Reading?
“When I read it takes
me to another world, I
feel happy and safe”,
says Phoebe. Do you
agree? Does reading
take you to incredible
places? Do you read at
all.? Some people
believe that reading is
declining among young
adults and teens. In a
class of 26 students
23% said they never
read, 23% said the
read less than ten
minutes a day and 15%
said the read more
than one hour a day.
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Dyslexia

Dyslexia is a stressful
diagnoses you can get
as a child that makes
your brain think in
different ways.
Dyslexia contains
many different
problems with reading,
writing, spelling and
also physical
movement.

We asked a pupil at Oswestry School for an interview and this is
what he said “ I was first diagnosed with dyslexia at the age of 6
and found it very hard and stressful, growing up with it is a
challenge especially in school. Every Time I have to read in front
of the
.whole class I feel embarrassed because I miss spell words,
mess up sentences and everyone reads so fast and I read slowly.
It also sometimes brings me down to think there is no cure and all
I can do is just keep working with it “. We also asked a learning
support supervisor, his opinion about Pupils with dyslexia and
what they do to help those pupils he said ” When the pupil first
come to school we do tests to see if there is anything wrong with
their reading or writing, if their is something wrong the teacher will
have a talk to the parents and agree on some type of learning
support or if it is severe they will be assessed ”. But reading,
writing and spelling are not the only things people can deal with
there is also physical movement meaning you can be very clumsy
and also they can have visual problems we’re they can dizzy from
looking at black writing on a bright white page. The major thing
people have to look at for is that everyone is different and take
things different ways. The best way to help someone with
dyslexia is to make them feel more confident in reading and
writing and support them in everything.

